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MUSICIAN DISCOVERY PLATFORM

TruStar is a Musician Discovery App. 

A modern take on the American Idol experience. 

TruStar will host monthly singing competitions done 

right from a mobile device— no more open castings 

or waiting in lines for days just to be told "no" by a 

pre-judge.  Dedicated to finding new artists and 

helping them achieve their lifelong dream of 

becoming a signed musician.

WHAT IS
TRU STAR
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SO YOU SAY
THERE’S A PROBLEM?
The hardest part for an aspiring musician is to 

be found.  Tirelessly working the club circuit, 

uploading music and posting on social media 

hoping for the right person to see it.

The hardest part for a record label is to find 

new talent. Combing through YouTube and 

other popular social media outlets looking 

for a needle in a haystack.
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I GOT YOU! 
Introducing TruStar Musician Discovery App.  A Free 

community of artists connected in one location.  

Helping artists live their dream of becoming a signed 

musician through monthly music competitions done right 

from your mobile device, the winner gets a 

chance at a record contract. Competitors 

are voted on by their peers.  

We then hand deliver today’s 

top talent to our partnered

record label.
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Songs downloaded 
in 2018

Consumers spent on 
music related items.  

That’s big.  

Apps downloaded in 
the same time period. 

Real Big.  

ITS BIG, REAL BIG.

$9.8B $194B400M



Winners
Winner gets a chance at record 

contract with our partnered label.

Monthly Competitions
done from your mobile device, voted

on by your peers.

News Feed
Custom news feed filled with content from

artists you follow Like and share videos to

other social media platforms

Video Recording
Record your own video, right

within the app.

YouTube Integration
YouTube integration allowing you to

upload content from your channel

TRUSTAR
FEATURES
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THE MODEL

Looking to get a share of the 162 million 

monthly users of the top 3 karaoke apps

Targeting demographics of 

16-35 age range

App is currently in beta 

testing.  We will be releasing 

to a select group of users 

to run mock competitions 

and to finish working 

out any bugs.
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TRUSTAR TEAM

CHAD CRABTREE
Founder

Serial Entrepreneur 

Started his first business when he was 20 years old

20 years of independent sales

Became an Appreneur with multiple                    
pick 3 style apps in the App store

Started SmashChart, a user generated 
Top 40 Music Chart, but with a twist, 

rather than vote for the song you like, 
you “smash” the song you don’t like.  The 

least smashed song would be the #1 
song.  

Successfully took SmashChart from idea 
to in the app store with about 1000 

downloads.



COMPETITION

Combined has approximately 162 million monthly users
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FINANCIALS
How we will monetize it

First line of monetization will be in the form of competition 

entrance fees which will be set at $9.99.  With our forward goal 

of around 10 million active monthly users and 1.5 million 

competitors per month, we are estimating around $15 million 

per month in revenue.

Second line of monetization will be on our backend partnership 

with our record label.  We will be anticipating a modest 3%-5% 

of what the label makes off the artists provided by TruStar.



info@trustarapp.com
319-936-3670

THANK YOU
App Is Currently In Beta Testing


